
An orb origin story 
 
 

Alden, Seraphina, and Thalia settled on one beaming star in the galaxy. The three 

orbs held so much color and vibrance. Alden was composed of sharp bursts of light in a 

red glow. Seraphina was a constant flow of blue and yellow. And lastly, all sorts of 

disentangled shapes composed the purple Thalia. After these lovely orbs spent years and 

years sitting on their shared star, they couldn’t stand each other. One day, the orbs got 

into a particularly heated argument. Thalia released a scream so loud, a 100 thousand 

million stars were scattered into existence. Relieved to see a viable option for leaving 

each other, the orbs separated. Alden, Seraphina, and Thalia inhabited their own little 

star far away from one another. Alden, lonely as ever, decided he needed something to 

keep him company. He created fire to warm the cold of his abandoned self. Fire kept 

him entertained and brought so much light. Miles and miles away, Seraphina was also 

craving companionship. She created water to smooth over the anger in her soul. The 

water took many forms and showed Seraphina the ever-changing ways of life. Thalia 

found herself very bored. She created wind to follow down different paths. This wind led 

her to Seraphina. Seraphina’s water led her to Alden. Once again, the three orbs were 

back together. Upon this reunion, the orbs realized that each of them had been replaced. 

Fire, water, and wind took the place of the friendship the orbs used to share. Angry as 

ever, the orbs began to viciously fight. A collision, larger than the galaxy had ever seen, 

occurred. This caused a large mass of land to form and fall from the galaxy. The orbs 

threw down the wind, water, and fire they previously created. These elements made 

their way down to the large mass of land. The orbs looked down from the galaxy. “ It’s 

beautiful”, the three of them said all at once.  

 


